PART B : VOCABULARY
THE AILING LION

An old Lion, who was no longer quick enough to catch for himself the food he needed in his way, sent out word that he was dying, and would appreciate a last look from all his subjects. So one by one they came in sorrow to say a last goodbye to him, and by one he ate them up. 9 the Fox arrived to pay his respect, but being a cautious beast he stood in the doorway, and from there asked after his Majesty’s health. Ah! 13 dearest friend, said the Lion, is your health at last? Won’t you come in and speak a word of 16 in your poor King’s ear, who has so short a time to live? 18 you, said the Fox, I would do so, except I fear your 20 is catching, for look at all footsteps leading in, and not a 22 going out!

Don’t trust the tyrant 23 asks for pity.

A จงเลือกข้อที่มีความหมายตรงกับคำที่กำหนดให้

1. no longer
   A not long
   C shorter
   B

2. appreciate
   A be grateful for
   C undervalue
   D depreciate
   E estimate

I? after a certain point of time, not
D provided that
answer ...................
3. subjects
   A circumstances
   C main theme

4. one by one
   A one time one
   C one multiplied by one

5. sorrow
   A sad
   C grief

6. ate them up
   A consumed by eating
   C ate legs first

7. Majesty
   A King
   C the Lion

8. consolation
   A expressing sympathy
   C consul

---

B the words about which something is stated
D ones who are under the governing power of another
answer ....................

B joy
D lamenting
answer ....................

B ate while they were awake
D ate while they were standing up
answer ....................

B an animal
D master
answer ....................

B calamity
D solemn
answer ....................
9. Bless you
   A make secret upon you  B give you
   C invoke God’s favor upon you  D send to you
   answer

10. tyrant
   A absolute power  B despot
   C democratic ruler  D aristocrat
   answer

11. pity
   A piety  B sadness
   C misfortune  D compassion
   answer

12. catching
   A contaminated  B contagious
   C contemptuous  D infected
   answer

B  ใจอ่อนน้อมใจกับความรู้สึกให้เห็น

1. .......................... 2. .......................... 3. ..........................
   longer  all  usual

4. .......................... 5. .......................... 6. ..........................
   was  visit  by

7. .......................... 8. .......................... 9. ..........................
   say  one  Finally
10. ........................
     * * * * *
     call
11. ........................
     * * * * *
     stayed
12. ........................
     * * * * *
     he
13. ........................
     * * * * *
     my
14. ........................
     * * * * *
     it
15. ........................
     * * * * *
     to
16. ........................
     * * * * *
     consolation
17. ........................
     * * * * *
     has
18. ........................
     * * * * *
     Bless
19. ........................
     * * * * *
     gladly
20. ........................
     * * * * *
     sickness
21. ........................
     * * * * *
     these
22. ........................
     * * * * *
     one
23. ........................
     * * * * *
     who
He was a very silent man. All day he hung around a cove, or upon the cliffs, with a brass telescope; all evening he sat in a corner of the parlor next the fire, and drank rum and gin. Mostly he would not speak when to; only look up suddenly with a fierce expression and blow through his nose like a foghorn; and we and 10 people who came to our house learned to leave him alone. Every 12 , when he came back from his 13 , he would ask if any scaring 14 had gone by along the road. 15 first we thought it was the 16 for companions of his own kind 17 made him ask this question; but 18 last we began to see that 19 wished to avoid them. When 20 arrived at our inn, he would 21 in at him through the curtained 22 before he entered the parlor; and 23 was always sure to be silent 24 a minute when any such was 25 .

A จงเลือกคำตอบที่เหมาะสมตรงกับที่กำหนดให้
1. silent
   A not talkative
   B strong
   C fierce
   D ordinary
   answer ..................
   A

2. custom
   A costume
   B hand shaking
   C practice
   D fee
   answer ..................
   C
3. cove
   A curve
   C houseboat
   * * * *
   D

4. parlor
   A a room for sleeping
   C a room for bathing
   * * * *
   B

5. rum
   A alcoholic liquor
   C dance
   * * * *
   A

6. look up
   A raise the eyes
   C respect
   * * * *
   A

7. fierce
   A sad
   C angry
   * * * *
   D

8. foghorn
   A harsh voice
   C born for sounding a warning
   * * * *
   C

9. stroll
   A walk fast
   C walk idly
   * * * *
   C

B shore
D small bay

B a room for reception
D parody

B molasses
D rolling sound

B improve
D search

B wild
D ferocious

B clearing area in a fog bank
D condensed watery vapor

B crawl
D wonder

answer .....................
answer .....................
answer .....................
answer .....................
10. seafaring
   A pirating
   C seasick
   D

11. inn
   A roadside hotel
   C internal organ
   D boarding house
   answer

12. look in
   A take a short look
   C stare
   D pay a visit
   answer

13. curtained
   A protected from curtain
   C concealed by a curtain
   D open
   answer

14. telescope
   A tube-like cane
   C big microscope
   D lenses
   answer

B จงเติมคำในช่องว่างของข้อความข้างต้นให้ค่ะคุณ

1. ..................  2. ..................  3. ..................  
   by ........................  the  a

4. ..................  5. ..................  6. ..................
   in  to  water
7. .................  
   * * * *  
   spoken
8. .................  
   * * * *  
   a
9. .................  
   * * * *  
   nose
10. .................  
    * * * *  
    the
11. .................  
    * * * *  
    soon
12. .................  
    * * * *  
    day
13. .................  
    * * * *  
    stroll
14. .................  
    * * * *  
    men
15. .................  
    * * * *  
    At
16. .................  
    * * * *  
    desire
17. .................  
    * * * *  
    that
18. .................  
    * * * *  
    at
19. .................  
    * * * *  
    he
20. .................  
    * * * *  
    seaman
21. .................  
    * * * *  
    look
22. .................  
    * * * *  
    door
23. .................  
    * * * *  
    he
24. .................  
    * * * *  
    as
25. .................  
    * * * *  
    present
THE MILLER, HIS SON AND THE DONKEY

A Miller and his Son were their Donkey to market to sell. They passed some laughing girls, who to the boy: Silly, what is Donkey good for? Why don't you on him? So the Miller told Son to ride on the Donkey. hadn't gone far along when they an old man, who grumbled: Look that lazy boy! Letting his father while he rides! So the Miller on the Donkey, and the Son. After a little way farther, they some women, who clacked: Lazy man! in luxury while that poor boy along in the dust! So the took his son up on the with him. As they got near a man saw them and shook head: That poor little Donkey, he , Carrying two big louts like you. ought to be ashamed of yourselves! the Miller and his Son got the Donkey, and to prevent any criticism they tied his legs together, a long pole, and marched into with the beast stung between them. they crossed over the bridge the laughed at them for fools, the began to cry, the Donkey began twist and kick, until the boy his end of the pole the beast tumbled into the river.

you try to please everyone you end by pleasing no one.

A จงเลือกข้อที่ถูกตามความหมายตรงกับคำที่ถูกข้อเน้นให้

1. grumbled
   A mumbled
   C protested quietly
   * * *
   C
   B murmured
   D shorted
   answer .................
2. clacked
   A broke
   C failed
   B

3. luxury
   A hardship
   C difficulty
   B

4. trots
   -A runs
   C walks quickly
   B

5. dust
   A earthy powder
   C particle
   C

6. louts
   A crowns
   C men
   A

7. ashamed of
   A feel shame for
   C feared
   D

8. criticism
   A negative remark
   C critical point
   A

B uttered unthinkingly
D boasted

B unnecessary comfort
D amenableness

B dances
D follows

B dirty air
W dirt

B kids
D boor>

B blushed
W was mad

B censure
W examination
9. prevent
   A defend
   C prohibit
   * * * * *
   B
   D keep from happening
   D permit
   answer ......................

10. beast
    A four-footed animal
    C boy
    * * * * *
    A
    B person
    D horse
    answer ......................

11. slung
    A heeled
    C hung
    * * * * *
    C
    B held
    D healed
    answer ......................

12. fools
    A men
    C stupid
    * * * * *
    B
    D silly men
    D lazy men
    answer ......................

13. twist
    A dance
    C turn
    * * * * *
    C
    B thread
    D twirl
    answer ......................

14. let go
    A borrow and go
    C let us go
    * * * * *
    B
    B release
    D open
    answer ......................

15. tumbled
    A dropped
    C fell
    * * * * *
    C
    B sank
    D fumbled
    answer ......................
1. taking
2. him
3. said
4. a
5. ride
6. =
7. They
8. passed
9. at
10. walk
11. got
12. walked
13. passed
14. Riding
15. trots
16. Miller
17. Donkey
18. town
19. his
20. said
21. You
22. 
23. 
24. further
25. got
26. town
27. As
28. boy
29. 
30. n
31. let
32. and
33. If
34. will
NAPOLEON TO JOSEPHINE

I don't love you, not at all; on the contrary, I detest you—2 're a naughty, gawky, foolish Cinderella. You 3 write me; you don't love your 4; you know what pleasure your letters 5 him, and yet you haven't written 6 six lines, dashed off casually!

What 7 you do all day, Madam? What 8 the affair so important as to 9 you no time to write to 10 devoted lover? What affection stifles 11 puts to one side the love, 12 tender and constant love you promised 13? Of what sort can be that 14 being, that new lover who absorbs 15 moment, tyrannizes over your days, and 16 your giving any attention to your 17? Josephine, take care! Some fine night, 18 doors will be broken open, and 19 I'll be.

Indeed, I am very 20 my love, at receiving no news 21 you; write me quickly four pages, 22 full of agreeable things which I 23 fill my heart with the pleasantest 24.

I hope before long to crush 25 in my arms and cover you 26 a million kisses burning as though 27 the equator.

Bonaparte

A) จงเลือกข้อที่ถูกความหมายตรงกับคำที่กำหนดให้

1. on the contrary
   A on one hand
   C on one side
   B on the other hand
   D contrastively
   answer ........................
2. detest
   A love
   C insist
   * * * * *
   B

3. gawky
   A awkward
   C lousy
   * * * * *
   A

4. dashed off
   A written carelessly
   C run fast
   * * * * *
   A

5. casually
   A formally
   C without thought
   * * * * *
   C

6. affection
   A strong liking
   C abhorrence
   * * * * *
   A

7. stifles
   A arouses
   C gives
   * * * * *
   D

8. marvelous
   A good
   C nice
   * * * * *
   B
9. absorbs
   A takes in
   C takes out
   * * * * *
   A

10. tyrannizes
    A tyrants
    C rules cruelly
    * * * * *
    C

11. uneasy
    A mysterious
    C uncomfortable
    * * * * *
    C

12. pleasantest
    A most agreeable
    C friendliest
    * * * * *
    A

13. crush
    A embrace strongly
    C crunch
    * * * * *
    A

14. equator
    A map
    C longitude
    * * * * *
    D

B takes off
D takes on
answer ...

B governs justly
D rules as a king
answer ...

B not anxious
D not concerned
answer ...

B enjoyable
D most beautiful
answer ...

B squeeze
D lock
answer ...

B globe
D imaginary line around the earth
answer .........
B จงเติมคำในข้อของว่างของข้อความข้างล่างให้ได้ความ

1. ................
   all
2. ................
   You
3. ................
   never
4. ................
   husband
5. ................
   give
6. ................
   him
7. ................
   do
8. ................
   is
9. ................
   leave
10. ................
   your
11. ................
   and
12. ................
   the
13. ................
   him
14. ................
   marvelous
15. ................
   every
16. ................
   prevents
17. ................
   husband
18. ................
   the
19. ................
   there
20. ................
   uneasy
21. ................
   of
22. ................
   pages
23. ................
   shall
24. ................
   feelings
25. ................
   you
26. ................
   with
27. ................
   beneath
Man can never stop marvelling at 1's inventiveness. When she invented the roosting 2, nature was confronted with a little 3. How could the bird tuck its 4 under its wing and go sound 5 for the night without falling from 6 perch? The answer was an ingenious 7-roosting clamp.

An extremely long 8 is attached to the cords which 9 the bird's toes. This runs nearly 10 whole length of the leg and 11 into a muscle situated high up 12 the front of the thigh. The 13 passes over the knees in front, 14 in a spiral direction around the 15 of the lower leg, and then 16 over the heel behind. This rigging 17 opposed joints stretches the muscle and 18 when the leg bends, and the 19 of the bird in settling down 20 sleep causes the cords to pull 21 toe tendons and draw the toes 22. Automatically, this clamps the bird to 23 perch.

If you want to see the 24 clamp in action, watch a hen! 25 time a hen raises a foot 26 walking, she brings her toes together. 27 cannot help it; it is because 28 this stringing of the long tendon.

A จงเลือกข้อที่มีความหมายตรงกับคำที่กำหนดให้

1. marvelling
   A wandering
   C incredible
   D
   answer

B marvelous
D being awed

UNIT 5
2. inventiveness
   A ingenuity
   C constructiveness
   B creativeness
   D skill
   answer ................................
   A

3. roosting
   A perching
   C crowing
   B sleeping
   D mating
   answer ................................
   A

4. confronted
   A confounded
   C confused
   B faced
   D seen
   answer ................................
   B

5. tuck
   A fold under
   C boat
   B tug
   D beat
   answer ................................
   A

6. ingenious
   A not genius
   C clever
   B stupid
   D ingenious
   answer ................................
   C

7. clamp
   A muscular contraction
   C crush
   B holding device
   D bivalve mollusk
   answer ..............................
   B

8. tendon
   A sinew
   C tenement
   B filamentous organ
   D tender part
   answer ..............................
   A
9. cords
   A parts of body like strings
   C threads
   answer
   A

10. thigh
    A bind
    C the leg between the hip
    and the knee
    answer
    C

11. spiral
    A winding and up
    C helix
    answer
    A

12. rigging
    A way of equipping
    C raising
    answer
    A

13. joints
    A hinge-like junctions
    C joins
    answer
    A

14. settling down
    A getting comfortable
    C getting married
    answer
    A

15. perch
    A fresh-water fish
    C roost
    answer
    C